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Old Chatham Creamery
18 Month Reserve Gouda
Full-bodied and firm with a crystallized 
crunch, this blend of cow, goat, and sheep’s 
milk is aged for 18 months before emerging 
with a sweet, nutty, and butterscotch-like 
profile that’s made for easy snacking. 

Nutty / Sweet / Butterscotch
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Gorgonzola Mountain
Italy's famous Gorgonzola embodies the spicy, 
earthy flavors of valley pastures, lending itself 
to almost any application; baking, sauce making 
or serving straight-up with some Moscato d'Asti.

Grassy / Milky / Spicy
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Earthy / Delicate / CreamySottocenere®
Sottocenere means "under ash," referring to 
the layer of spice-laden ash in which this 
cheese is rubbed and aged, providing it with 
notes of nutmeg, cinnamon, licorice, and fennel. 
Additionally, this semi-soft paste is laced 
throughout with slivers of luxurious black truffle.

Zotter Chocolates Scotch Whiskey 
You've got the sweetness of chocolate and the smokiness 
of scotch. You've got the oaky, almondy notes of cask and 
the bitterness of cacao. It seems only natural, then, that 
filling a chocolate bar with Scotch cream would taste as 
complex and delightful as Highland Harvest does.

Rich / Smoky / Sweet
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Charlito's Cocina Cerveza Seca Sliced
Dry-cured with a bottle of fermented brown ale from 
Transmitter Brewery, these juicy slices of heritage breed 
pork emerge from the curing process with a warm, 
robust profile and unique, slightly hoppy essence with a 
hint of sea salt.

Earthy / Rich / Umami

Selles-Sur-Cher
Each piece is aged in our caves where we control 
the development of a perfect rind: thin with a tiny, 
oozing creamline atop a fluffy interior paste with
the pleasant texture of damp clay.

Buttery / Meaty / Briny

Murray's Spiced Cherry Preserves
To craft this classic jam, tart cherries are emboldened 
with spicy cloves and rich balsamic vinegar, making it a 
perfect companion to roasted meat and bold cheeses alike.

Cloves / Cherries / Cinnamon
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Rustic Bakery Cookies
Buttery and flakey, with just the right amount of 
sugary sweetness--these cookies shine with all the 
notes of maximum munchability. Bright and sweet, 
these crisp treats are a warming, comforting snack.

Crunchy / Sweet / Warm
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Challerhocker
This Alpine favorite is beloved for a reason. 
Firm and smooth, it makes an excellent melter 
for grilled cheese and fondue, with a fruity, 
grassy profile that has notes of sweet onions 
and toasted hazelnuts.

Nutty / Sweet Onion / Fresh Grass
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HOW TO BUILD YOUR BOARD

1. Start by placing the Challerhocker and Sottocenere® at the top of the 
board. Then, place the Old Chatham Creamery 18 Month Reserve Gouda 
and Selles-Sur-Cher at the bottom, and a small  bowl above them both. 

Place the Gorgonzola Mountain on the right side of the board. 

2. Neatly pile the slices of Charlito's Cocina Cerveza Seca 
to the left of the Challerhocker. 

3. Fill the space between the Sottocenere and Gorgonzola Mountain 
with the Rustic Bakery Cookies. Underneath the Gorgonzola Mountain, 

neatly pile chunks of the Zotter Chocolates Scotch Whiskey. 
*Please note, the cookies you have received may be different than what’s pictured here

4. Fill the small bowl with Murray's Spiced Cherry Preserves.  
Lastly, fill any remaining space with garnish of your choice. 

We love a baguette and some grapes!

SHARE YOUR CHEESY PHOTOS WITH US: @MURRAYSCHEESE SHARE YOUR CHEESY PHOTOS WITH US: @MURRAYSCHEESE

HOW TO CUT YOUR CHEESE

1. Start by placing the cheese wedge on its side which is large and flat.

2. Hold the cheese firmly with one hand. Insert your knife vertically with 
the pointed side down (perpendicular to the cutting board) into the 
cheese near the edge of the wedge. Wiggle the knife until a large 
crumble pulls away from the wheel. Repeat along the edge of the 

cheese until you get the desired amount of crumbled cheese.

CRUMBLE: Gorgonzola Mountain, 
Old Chatham Creamery 18 Month Reserve Gouda

1. Cut small triangular wedges of desired portion size from the round wheel 
as if you were cutting a cake. Depending on size, slice the triangular 

wedge into smaller wedges that have a piece of rind on the top.

CAKE CUT: Selles-Sur-Cher

1. A rounded wedge just needs to be sliced from the side. 
Depending on size, slice the triangular wedge into 

smaller wedges that have a piece of rind on the top.

ROUND WEDGE: Sottocenere®

MATCHSTICK: Challerhocker

1. Make a perpendicular cut along the smallest edge of the cheese, 
cutting off the triangular end piece and removing it. Make perpendicular 

cuts moving closer to the rind, creating rectangular slices of cheese. 
As the slices get larger, they can be cut in half for size purposes. 

Each rectangular slice should have a piece of the rind on each end.
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